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and he clears and casts away the hindrances from off his path, or
else sinks under them."
Our Mends were also of opinion, that in the novel some degree
of scope maybe allowed to Chance; but that it must always be led
and guided by the sentiments of the personages; on the other
hand, that Fate, which, by means of outward unconnected circum-
stances, carries forward men, without their own concurrence, to
an unforeseen catastrophe, can have place only in the drama; that
Chance may produce pathetic situations, but never tragic ones °9
Fate, on the other hand, ought always to be terrible; and is in the
highest sense tragic, ^hen it brings into a ruinous concatenation
the guilty man, and the guiltless that was unconcerned with him.
These considerations led them back to the play of Hamlet, and
the peculiarities of its composition. The hero in this case, it was
observed, is endowed more properly with sentiments than with a
character; it is events alone that push him on; and accordingly
the piece has in some measure the expansion of a novel. But as
it is Fate that draws the plan; as the story issues from a deed
of terror, and the hero is continually driven forward to a deed of
terror, the work is tragic in the highest sense, and admits of no
other1 than a tragic end.
They were now to study and peruse the piece in common; to
commence what are called the book-rehearsals. These Wilhelm had
looked forward to as to a festival. Having formerly collated all
the parts, no obstacle on this side could oppose him. The whole
of the actors were acquainted with the piece; he endeavoured to
impress their minds with the importance of these book-rehearsals.
"As you require/' said he, "of every musical performer, that he
shall, in some degree, be able to play from the book; so every
actor, every educated man, should train himself to recite from the
book, to catch immediately the character of any drama, any poem,
any tale he may be reading, and exhibit it with grace and readi-
ness. No committing of the piece to memory will be of service,
if the actor have not in the first place penetrated into the sense
and spirit of his author; the mere letter will avail him nothing."
Serlo declared, that he would overlook all subsequent rehear-
sals, the last rehearsal itself, if justice were but done to these
rehearsals from the book. "For commonly," said he, "there is
nothing more amusing than to hear an actor speak of study; it is
as if freemasons were to talk of building."
renearsal passed according to their wishes; and we may

